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1. INTRODUCTION
The well-known Green's indecomposability theorem says that the in-
duced module of an absolutely indecomposable module from a subnormal
subgroup of p-primary index is absolutely indecomposable. Later a related
w xresult appeared in 7 which shows that for a p-solvable group a projective
module over large enough ground-fields is an induced module from a Hall
w xp9-subgroup. Working on G-algebras, 9 gave a systematic approach for
these subjects, where the hypothesis so-called ``deployee'' is assumed; forÂ
module case, this condition is equivalent to the absolute indecomposabil-
w x w xity. Reference 8 extended results of 7 and some others to the G-algebra
version. On the other hand, the indecomposability theorem was considered
w x w xfor perfect ground-fields in 5 ; later, 4 considered the arbitrary ground-
fields and showed what happens for induced modules of indecomposable
modules from subnormal groups of p-primary index.
In this paper we are concerned with Puig's approach, but over arbitrary
ground-fields.
w xUsually we follow the terminology in 12 . Here we introduce necessary
notations so that we can state our main ideas and results.
1.1. Let p be a prime integer. Let G be a finite group. Let O be a
complete discrete valuation ring with residue field k of characteristic p.
Note that O is arbitrary, and the case O s k is allowed.
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An O-algebra A always means an O-free unitary algebra of finite
O-rank; but subalgebras are not necessarily unitary; A* denotes the
multiplicative group consisting of all the invertible elements of A. An
A-module means an O-free left A-module of finite O-rank.
We say that A is a G-ring if it is endowed with a group homomorphism
from G to the automorphism group of the ring A; in this case we denote
the image of a g A under the action of x g G by axy1 . Further, if A is an
O-algebra and the G-action on A is O-linear, then we say that A is a
G-algebra over O. For a G-algebra A and a subgroup H of G, AH
denotes the subalgebra consisting of all the H-fixed elements; and the map
G H G GŽ . xy1Tr : A “ A , Tr a s Ý a , is called the trace map; forH H x g G r H
G GŽ H . Gbrevity, we denote A s Tr A which is clearly an ideal of A .H H
We call orthogonal set of idempotents on an algebra A any set of
non-zero idempotents which are pairwise orthogonal. Considering all the
orthogonal sets I of idempotents, we have a natural partial relation on
them: I9 is said to be a refinement of I if OI9 > OI, where OI denotes the
O-submodule of A generated by I, OI is in fact a subalgebra of A
Ž . w xobviously. By irk A , called the idempotent rank of A in 9 , we denote the
cardinality of a maximal orthogonal set of idempotents on A; this is well
Ž .defined even if A is not unitary , see 2.4 below. In particular, A is called
Ž .a local algebra if irk A s 1.
Ž . Ž .As usual, C I and N I stand for the centralizer and stabilizer, resp.,G G
of I in G for a G-set S and I : S.
1.2. Let A be a G-algebra and H a subgroup of G. AH is said to be
deployee if every primitive idempotent in AH is still primitive in anyÂ
H w xcoefficient extensions O 9 m A . Assume that G is a p-group. In 9 theO
w xfollowing were proved, cf. 12, Sects. 23 and 24 .
1.2.1. If AH is deployee, then AG is deployee.Â ÂH
1.2.2. If the hypothesis in 1.2.1 holds, then for any idempotent
G H GŽ . xy1i g A there is an idempotent j g A such that i s Tr j s Ý jH H x g G r H
is an orthogonal decomposition of idempotents.
1.2.3. If the hypothesis in 1.2.1 holds for any subgroup H of G, then
all maximal G-stable orthogonal sets of idempotents on A are conjugate
Ž .G ŽŽ .G.by A* , and any such maximal one I has the properties: irk OI s
Ž G. CGŽ i.irk A and every i g I satisfies i f A for any proper subgroup R ofR
Ž .C i .G
Remark. The maximal G-stable orthogonal sets of idempotents on A
must exist since A is of finite O-rank. We are concerned with whether they
are conjugate and how to characterize them. A G-stable orthogonal set I
of idempotents on A which has the properties in 1.2.3 is called a local
wdecomposition on 1 , in notation of the so-called local theory; see 12, Sect.A
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x24 . Thus, it is reasonable to work on the pointed groups on G-algebras A,
which are pairs H of a subgroup H of G and a conjugacy class b ofb
primitive idempotents on AH. In this notation, the property ``i f ACGŽ i. forR
Ž .any proper subgroup R of C i '' is just to say that the pointed groupG
Ž Ž ..C i with i g g is local; this is also related to the following concept ofG g
w xdefect groups; see 2.3 below and 12, 14.3 and Sect. 18 .
1.3. DEFINITION. Let A be a G-algebra; let G and H be pointeda b
groups on A.
1.3.1. G is said to be projecti¤e relati¤e to H if for i g a there area b
H GŽ .j g b and a, b g A such that i s Tr ajb ; while G is said to beH a
projective relative to H if a ; AG . The minimal H such that G isH a
projective relative to H is called a defect group of G .a
1.3.2. G is said to be free relati¤e to H if for i g a there is a j g ba b
GŽ .such that i s Tr j is an orthogonal decomposition of idempotents; whileH
G is said to be free relative to H if such an idempotent j g AH exists.a
In fact, the two relative projectivities of a pointed group are equivalent
in some sense; and it is the same for the two relative freeness; see 2.2 and
2.29 below.
It is clear that the relative freeness implies the relative projectivity. The
converse is certainly false. To some extent, our aim is just to look for the
conditions which make the converse true. If H is normal in G, then a
necessary and sufficient condition and some more information are stated
in Proposition 1.5 below in the following notation; and, we have another
more general result; see Proposition 3.7 below.
1.4. DEFINITION. For any pointed group H on a G-algebra A, web
Ž . Ž . Ž .have an N H -algebra A H which is simple, where N H sG b b G b
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .N H rH; let V H be the unique simple A H -module, and D HG b b b b
Ž Ž ..s End V H which is a division algebra; then a unique twistedAŽH . bb ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .group algebra D H #N H is determined and V H becomes ab G b bÃŽ . Ž .D H #N H -module, which is called the multiplicity module of H . Forb G b b
details see the subsection 3.6 below; and here the twisted group algebras
are in a generalized sense, see the subsection 2.7 below.
By the way we remark that any division algebra D is in fact over k if
< <O / k; moreover, let D : k stand for the degree over k of a separables
maximal subfield of D; see 2.10 below.
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let A be a G-algebra and H be a normal subgroup of
G; let G be a pointed group on A projecti¤e relati¤e to H. Then G is freea aÃŽ . Ž . Žrelati¤e to H if and only if D H #N H is a local algebra for some andb G b
.then any pointed group H ; G . Moreo¤er, if this is the case, thenb a
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GŽ .1.5.1. for i g a and any two orthogonal decompositions i s Tr j sH
GŽ . H Ž .GTr j9 with idempotents j, j9 g A , there are a g A* and y g G suchH
that ja y
y1 s j9;
1.5.2. for any H ; G and any j g b , the idempotents j xy1 , x g GrH,b a
GŽ .form a G-stable orthogonal set of idempotents and Tr j g a .H
For the case that H is subnormal in G, however, we have to request the
subnormal series of pointed groups.
Recall that a series H s H F H F ??? F H s G of subgroups is said0 1 n
to be subnormal from H to G if every H is normal in H fort tq1
Ž .t s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1. Similarly, on a G-algebra A, a series H s H ;b 0 b 0
Ž . Ž .H ; ??? ; H s G of pointed groups is said to be subnormal1 b n b a1 n
projecti¤e from H to G if the corresponding series of subgroups isb a
Ž . Ž .subnormal and every H is projective relative to H .tq1 b t btq 1 t
LEMMA 1.6. Let G and H be pointed groups on a G-algebra A; anda b
assume that H is subnormal in G. If G is projecti¤e relati¤e to H , then fora b
any subnormal series of subgroups from H to G there is a corresponding
subnormal projecti¤e series of pointed groups from H to G . Con¤ersely, ifb a
there is a subnormal projecti¤e series of pointed groups from H to G , thenb a
G is projecti¤e relati¤e to H .a b
THEOREM 1.7. Let A be a G-algebra, let H be a subnormal subgroup of
G, let G and H be pointed groups on A. Then the following three statementsa b
are equi¤alent:
1.7.1. G is free relati¤e to H ;a b
1.7.2. for any subnormal series of subgroups from H to G there is a
Ž . Ž .corresponding subnormal projecti¤e series H s H ; H ; ??? ;b 0 b 1 b0 1ÃŽ . ŽŽ . . ŽŽ . .H s G of pointed groups such that D H #N H is a localn b a t b H t bn t tq1 t
algebra for t s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1.
Ž . Ž .1.7.3. there is a subnormal projecti¤e series H s H ; H ;b 0 b 1 b0 1ÃŽ . ŽŽ . . ŽŽ . .??? ; H s G of pointed groups such that D H #N H is an b a t b H t bn t tq1 t
local algebra for t s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1.
GŽ . GŽ .Further, if this is the case and i s Tr j s Tr j9 for i g a andH H
j, j9 g b both are orthogonal decompositions of idempotents, then there is an
Ž .G y1a g A* such that aja s j9.
COROLLARY 1.8. Notations as in 1.7 abo¤e. If H is a defect group of Ga
GŽ . GŽ . Hand both i s Tr j s Tr j9 with i g a and j, j9 g A are orthogonalH H
Ž .G Ž .decompositions of idempotents, then there are a g A* and y g N HG
a yy1  xy1 < 4ay1 Ž . xy1 <such that j s j9, or equi¤alently, j x g GrH s j9 x g
4GrH .
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With these facts, we can show the following result.
COROLLARY 1.9. Let A be a G-algebra and H be a subnormal subgroup of
G of p-primary index.
< Ž . <1.9.1. If p ƒ D H : k for any pointed group H on A, then p ƒb s b
< Ž . <D G : k for any pointed group G on A which is projecti¤e relati¤e to H;a s a
1.9.2. If the condition in 1.9.1 holds, then any pointed group G whicha
is projecti¤e relati¤e to H is free relati¤e to H.
1.9.3. If G is a p-group and the condition in 1.9.1 holds for any
subgroup H of G, then all maximal G-stable orthogonal sets of idempotents on
Ž .GA are conjugate by A* ; and a G-stable orthogonal set I of idempotents on
ŽŽ .G. Ž G.A is maximal if and only if I has the properties: irk OI s irk A and
CGŽ i. Ž .e¤ery i g I satisfies that i f A for any proper subgroup R of C i .R G
The above result contains Puig's result 1.2, because the condition `` AH is
Ž .deployee'' implies that D H is a purely inseparable extension over k, i.e.,Â b
< Ž . <D H : k s 1.b s
The necessary preliminaries are sketched in Section 2. In Section 3 we
relate a G-algebra of a special type to a twisted group algebra of G over
the endomorphism algebra of a projective module of the G-algebra, such a
machine plays an important role for our purpose, see 3.7; by the way, a
G-algebra version of the stable Clifford theory is described, see 3.5. All the
results announced in this Introduction are proven in Section 4.
2. PRELIMINARIES
The notations introduced in 1.1 are preserved throughout this paper.
We begin with algebras. For convenience, we call the quotient algebra
Ž .ArJ A of an algebra A by its radical the head of A. Algebra homomor-
phisms in this paper are not necessarily unitary though we say that an
algebra always means unitary algebra. An algebra homomorphism f :
A “ A9 is said to be an embedding if f is injective and its image
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .f A s f 1 ? A9 ? f 1 , where f 1 is in fact an idempotent of A9; andA A A
in that case A is called an embedded subalgebra of A9.
Modifying the notation for modules and for pointed groups, e.g., nota-
w x w xtions in 1 or 12 , we introduce the following definitions.
2.1. DEFINITION. Let A be a G-algebra, and H F G be a subgroup.
2.1.1. A is said to be projective relative to H, if AG s AG , orH
H GŽ .equivalently, there is an a g A such that 1 s Tr a .A H
2.1.2. A is said to be free relative to H, if there is an idempotent
H GŽ . xy1f g A such that 1 s Tr f s Ý f is an orthogonal decompo-A H x g G r H
sition of idempotents.
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w xLet A be a G-algebra. Recall from 10 that a pointed group H on A isb
a pair of a subgroup H of G and a conjugacy class b of primitive
idempotents in AH; and we say that a pointed group H contains ab
pointed group K , denoted H > K , if H G K and there are i g b andg b g
j g g such that ij s j s ji. For a pointed group H on A, we denoteb
A s iAi for an i g b ; A is an H-algebra, and it is well defined up tob b
H Ž H .natural isomorphism. On the other hand, in the head A rJ A there is
Ž .a unique simple direct factor, denoted by A H , such that the image of bb
Ž .is contained all in A H . It is clear that, K ; H if and only if K F Hb g b
Ž .and g l A / B, if and only if the image of b in A K is non-zero. Forb g
w xall of these, see 10, 12 .
w xThe following is an easy fact, cf. 12, Sect. 14 , which connects the
relative projectivity of pointed groups and the relative projectivity of
algebras,
2.2. LEMMA. For a pointed group G on a G-algebra A and H F G, thea
following four statements are equi¤alent:
2.2.1. G is projecti¤e relati¤e to H, i.e., a ; AG ;a H
2.2.2. there is a pointed group H on A such that G is projecti¤eb a
relati¤e to H ;b
2.2.3. there is a pointed group H on A such that G is projecti¤eb a
relati¤e to H and G > H ;b a b
2.2.4. A is projecti¤e relati¤e to H.a
We remark that there are such cases that G is projective relative to Ha b
w x w xbut G r H ; 2, Corollary 7.3 and 12, Sect. 10 discussed this questiona b
carefully, though both the references assumed that the ground-fields are
algebraically closed. Additionally, the results 1.6 and 4.3 of this paper are
also related to this question.
On the other hand, it is similar and easier for the relative freeness.
2.29. LEMMA. For a pointed group G on a G-algebra A and H F G, thea
following three statements are equi¤alent:
2.29.1. G is free relati¤e to H;a
2.29.2. G is free relati¤e to a pointed group H on A;a b
2.29.3. A is free relati¤e to H.a
2.3. Recall that a pointed group H on a G-algebra A is said to beb
local if b › AH for any proper subgroup R of H; in this case H must be aR
p-subgroup. On the other hand, H is said to be a defect pointed group of ab
pointed group G if G is projective relative to H but not relative to anya a b
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pointed group R which is properly contained in H . A well-known fact isd b
Ž w x.that see 10, 12, Sect. 18 :
2.3.1. LEMMA. H is a defect pointed group of G if and only if H is ab a b
maximal local pointed group which is contained in G . In addition, all defecta
pointed groups of G are conjugate by G.a
Recall that we have defined a partial relation on the orthogonal sets of
idempotents on an algebra A in 1.1. Moreover, an orthogonal set I of
idempotents on A is said to be complete if 1 s Ý i. Note that aA ig I
maximal orthogonal set of idempotents on A must be complete. But, if we
consider only a subalgebra B of A, then a maximal orthogonal set of
idempotents on B may not be complete, since B may not be unitary.
Moreover, if A is a G-algebra, then a maximal G-stable orthogonal set of
idempotents on A is complete, but not necessarily a maximal orthogonal
set of idempotents on A.
w xThe following fact is in fact a part of 9, Lemma 1.4 .
2.4. LEMMA. Let A be an algebra and B be an ideal of A.
2.4.1. Any maximal orthogonal set of idempotents on B can be extended
to a maximal orthogonal set of idempotents on A.
2.4.2. An A*-conjugate of a maximal orthogonal set of idempotents on
B is still maximal on B; two maximal orthogonal sets of idempotents on B are
conjugate by A*.
Proof. The first fact and the first half of the second one are clear. For
two maximal orthogonal sets J and J9 of idempotents on B, extending
them to maximal ones I and I9 on A, resp., we have an a g A* such that
I a s I9; hence J a j J9 is an orthogonal set of idempotents on B; by the
maximality of both J a and J9, we have J a s J9.
On the lifting of idempotents, the following result was essentially first
w xproven in 11 ; later it was reproven in the following version by the first
w x Žauthor and revised by Lluis Puig; 8 gives a directly elementary proof and
.simplified by Puig , including the conjugation part. Here we sketch a proof
in notation of projective covers.
2.5. LEMMA. Let A be a G-algebra and N be a G-stable ideal of A which
is contained in the radical of A. Assume that I is a G-stable complete
orthogonal set of idempotents on the quotient algebra A s ArN. Then there is
a G-stable orthogonal set I of idempotents on A which lifts I if and only if for
C Ž i.Gany i g I there is an idempotent i g A which lifts i. Moreo¤er, in that
Gcase, any two such liftings I and I9 of I are conjugate by 1 q N .A
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H HThe condition is satisfied if A s A for all H F G; in particular, if one of
the following holds:
2.5.1. AG s AG;1
2.5.2. A has a G-stable O-basis V and a G-subset V9 : V such that V9
is an O-basis of A.
Proof. If I is a G-stable lifting of I and i g I is the lifting of i g I,
then, by the G-stability of both I and I, it is clear that the orbit in I
containing i is the lifting of the orbit in I containing i, hence i and i have
the same stabilizer in G.
Conversely, for every G-orbit I of I and a representative i g I , wet t t
y1X XC Ž i . xG t Ž .have an idempotent i g A which lifts i ; and obviously, i fort t ty1 y1X Xx xŽ . Ž . < 4x g G is an idempotent lifting i ; setting I s i x g G , we get at t t
Ž .lifting but not orthogonal in general of I . Additionally, running over thet
orbits of I, we get a G-stable lifting I9 of I. For every i9 g I9 which lifts
i g I, obviously, Ai9 is a projective cover of the A-module Ai; hence
[ Ai9 is a projective cover of A s Ý Ai. On the other hand, A isi9g I9 ig I
Ž .of course a projective cover of A. But A s J A q Ý Ai9, hencei9g I9
A s Ý Ai9 by the definition of the radical. By the uniqueness of thei9g I9
Ž . Ž .projective covers we get rank A s rank [ Ai9 . So the sum A sO O i9g I9
Ý Ai9 has to be a direct sum, i.e., A s [ Ai9. This direct decom-i9g I9 i9g I9
position is stable under the G-action since I9 is G-stable. Now take I to be
the set of the idempotents corresponding to this direct sum, i.e., 1 sA
Ý i and i g Ai9. Noting that the set of idempotents determined by aig I
direct decomposition of an algebra is unique, we conclude that I is a
G-stable orthogonal set of idempotents on A which lifts I.
Suppose both I and I9 are such G-stable liftings of I. For i g I by i g I
and i9 g I9 we denote the liftings of i in I and in I9, resp. Set u s Ý ii9.ig I
Then obviously 1 s u g A, hence u g 1 q N; in particular, u is anA A
invertible element of A. Further, by the G-stabilities on the three sets, it is
clear that G fixes u, hence u g 1 q N G. Now it is a routine to checkA
X X y1that, for any i g I, we have i u s ui , i.e., ui u s i .0 0 0 0 0
C Ž i. C Ž i.G GŽ .At last, if we have a surjective homomorphism A “ A , then i
C Ž i.Gcan be lifted to an idempotent i g A . In particular, if 2.5.1 holds, the
H Hfollowing lemma shows A “ A is surjective for all H F G. On the
other hand, these natural maps are clearly surjective when 2.5.2 holds.
2.6. LEMMA. Let A be a G-algebra and N be a G-stable ideal contained in
G G Ž .G Ž .Gthe radical of A. Then A s A if and only if ArN s ArN . In that1 1
H Ž .Hcase, the natural map A “ ArN is surjecti¤e for any subgroup H of G.
G G GŽ .Proof. Denote A s ArN. If A s A , then 1 s Tr a for a g A, so1 A 1
G G GŽ . Ž . Ž .1 s Tr a , hence A s A .A 1 1
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G G GŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Conversely, if A s A , then 1 s Tr a for a g A , so 1 g1 A 1 A
GŽ . GŽ . G GTr a q N; hence Tr a is an invertible element of A, and A s A .1 1 1
If the conditions hold, then, by the Mackey decomposition of the trace
H H H HŽ . Ž .maps, for any H F G we have A s A , hence A s A ; thus1 1
H H H HŽ . Ž .A s A s A s A .1 1
2.7. We introduce the twisted group algebras, in a generalized sense, of
a group over an algebra. Let L be an O-algebra and L* denote the
multiplicative group of L consisting of all the invertible elements. Let
Ã1 “ L* “ G “ G “ 1
Ã Ãbe a group extension with O* contained in the center of G, and let G act
Ãon L such that the G-action is compatible with the L*-conjugation. We
construct an algebra, called a twisted group algebra of G over L and
Ã Ãdenoted by L#G, whose O-module is the induced module L#G s
ÃL m OG, and whose multiplication is defined byO L*
xy1Ã Ãa m x a9 m x9 s a a9 m xx9 for all a, a9 g L, x , x9 g G.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã Ã ÃÃ Ã ÃŽ .
ÃIt is easy to check that the multiplication on L#G is well defined. If the
Ž .algebra L is generated by L* e.g., if L is a division algebra , then the
Ãalgebra L#G is determined up to graded-isomorphism by the equivalence
Ãclass of the group extension G of L* by G. Further, we denote a m x s axÃ Ã
Ãfor short. Then it is clear that L#G s [ Lx where x is a lifting ofÃ Ãx g G
x g G. The following statement is easily verified.
Ã2.7.1. Let L#G be as abo¤e. If E is an algebra and there are a unitary
Ãalgebra homomorphism u : L “ E and a group homomorphism h: G “ E*Ã
y1 xÃy1Ž < < Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .which are compatible i.e., u s h and h x u a h x s u a forÃ Ã Ã ÃL* L*
Ã . Žx g G and a g L , then we ha¤e a unitary algebra homomorphism denotedÃ
.also by hÃ
Ãh : L#G “ E, ax ‹ u a h x .Ž . Ž .Ã Ã Ã Ã
Ã2.8. DEFINITION. Let L#G be a twisted group algebra of G over
Ãan algebra L as above, and H be a subgroup of G. Let V be an L#G-
module.
2.8.1. V is said to be projective relative to H, if any surjective
Ã ÃL#G-homomorphism W “ V is split provided it is split as an L#H-homo-
morphism.
G Ž .2.8.2. V is said to be free relative to H, if V ( Ind U sH
Ã ÃŽ .L#G m U for an L#H-module U.ÃL# H
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Most fundamentals on the relative projectivity and the relative freeness
for usual group algebras can be extended to the twisted group algebras.
For example, we state the Higman's criterion in 3.4.1 in the next section,
but in a version convenient for our quotations in this paper. For the
moment, we just mention the following criterion for relative freeness,
which is easy to check.
Ã2.9. LEMMA. An L#G-module V is free relati¤e to H if and only if V has
Ãan L#H-submodule V such that as L-module V has a direct decomposition0
V s [ xV , with liftings x of x.Ã Ãx g G r H 0
Remark. For arbitrary algebra L, it is convenient to consider the
ÃL-free L#G-modules, so that, ``free relative to 1'' really implies ``free,''
and ``projective relative to 1'' really implies ``projective.'' Note that this is
always the case if L is a division algebra.
Ã ÃIf L#G is a twisted group algebra, then as we see in 2.7, G acts on L,
Ž .hence G acts on the center Z L of L.
Ž .2.10. Remark. Let D be a division algebra. Then its center Z D is a
field extension of k; and all the maximal subfields of D are extensions
Ž .over Z D with a fixed degree s called the Schur index of the division
algebra; moreover, there must be a maximal subfield of D which is
Ž .separable over Z D . In particular, the degree over k of a maximal
separable subfield of D is independent of the choice of the maximal
separable subfield; we call this degree the separable degree of D over k,
< <and denote it by D : k .s
2.11. LEMMA. Let D be a di¤ision algebra and P be a finite p-group, and
Ã Ãlet D#P be a twisted group algebra. Then D#P has a unique indecomposable
projecti¤e module; let m and D9 denote the multiplicity and the head of the
endomorphism algebra, resp., of the indecomposable projecti¤e module, then
X Ã< < < <m is p-primary and m ? D : k s D : k . In particular, D#P is a locals s
< <algebra if p ƒ D : k .s
w xProof. This fact is implicitly included in 4, 6 ; we sketch it. First
w xassume P is of order p; then by 4 one of the following holds:
ÃŽ . Ž .a P acts on Z D faithfully and D#P is a division algebra, and
Ã PŽ . Ž .Z D#P s Z D ;
ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .b P acts on Z D faithfully and D#P ( M D9 , where D9 is ap
Ž . Ž .P Ž .division algebra with Z D9 ( Z D and M D9 denotes the matrixp
algebra;
ÃŽ . Ž .c P acts on Z D trivially and D#P ( DP is the usual group
algebra;
ÃŽ . Ž .d P acts on Z D trivially and D#P is a division algebra, and
ÃŽ . Ž .Z D#P is a purely inseparable extension of Z D of degree p;
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ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .e P acts on Z D trivially and D#P ( M D9 where D9 is ap
Ž . Ž .division algebra with Z D9 being a purely inseparable extension of Z D
of degree p.
< X < < <Checking each case, we see that m s 1 or p, and m ? D : k s D : k .s s
The result can be obtained in general by induction on a subnormal series
w xof P with each factor of order p, just as in 6 .
3. G-ALGEBRAS AND MODULES OVER TWISTED
GROUP ALGEBRAS
We show a relationship between the two objects mentioned in the title
of this section. First, we describe how to get a twisted group algebra and a
module over it from a G-algebra of special type. Then we describe an
inverse construction.
3.1. Let A be a G-algebra satisfying the following condition:
3.1.1. Condition. The left regular module A s V [ ??? [ V is a directA
sum of copies of a projective A-module V.
xy1 Ž .Then V ( V for all x g G as A-modules. Let E s End V andO
Ž .L s End V . Then V is both an A-module and an L-module. RegardingA
V as an L-module, it is clear by the construction that L maps injectively
Ž .into E. On the other hand, A ( M L obviously; hence, the A-modulem
structure of V maps A injectively into E. In the following, for conve-
nience, we identify both A and L with their images in E, i.e., A : E and
Ž .L : E. Moreover, by the isomorphism A ( M L , we have the followingm
fact:
Ž .3.1.2. A and L are the centralizers of each other in E; i.e., L s End VA
Ž .and A s End V .L
Further, consider the G-action on A. For any x g G, since V ( V xy1 as
A-modules, there is an x g E* which gives the isomorphism; i.e., for V weÄ
have
x a¤ s axy1 ? x ¤ for all a g A and ¤ g V ;Ž . Ž .Ä Ä
in other words, in E we have xa s axy1x, or equivalently,Ä Ä
ax
y1 s xaxy1 for all a g A.Ä Ä
Ž .Let N A denote the normalizer of A in the multiplicative group E*. InE*
Ž .addition, by 3.1.2, we have the centralizer C A s L*. Thus we reach theE*
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first exact row of the following diagram:
N AŽ .E*6 6 6 6




6 6 6 6Ã1 L* G G 1
Additionally, the above argument also shows that the G-action on A
Ž .induces a group homomorphism j : G “ N A rL* indicated by the rightE*
Ž .vertical arrow of the above diagram 3.1.3 . So, by pull-back, we get the
Ž .second exact row of the diagram and the diagram 3.1.3 is commutative.
ÃNote that the image in E of G normalizes A and, in fact, induces the
G-action on A; also it normalizes L since L is the centralizer of A in E,
Ãhence induces a G-action on L. Therefore, by 2.7, we have a twisted group
Ã Ž .algebra L#G of G over L determined by the diagram 3.1.3 . But note
that, originally, the algebra L is independent of the G-action on A since
Ž .L s End V .A
Further, from 2.7.1, we get an algebra homomorphism also denoted
Ãby j :
Ã Ãj : L#G “ E s End V ; 3.1.4Ž . Ž .O
Ž .and from 3.1.2 we see that End V s A, hence we haveL
Ã GŽ .3.1.5. V is an L#G-module and End V s A .ÃL#G
3.2. Remark. The above constructing procedure in 3.1 is reversible.
Assume we have:
Ã3.2.1. Condition. An O-algebra L and a twisted group algebra L#G
Ãare given, and V is an L-free L#G-module.
Ž .Let A s End V . By the L-freeness of V it is easy to see that the leftL
Ž .regular A-module A s V [ ??? [ V, a direct sum of rank V copies ofA L
Ž . Ž .V, and End V s L. Further, let E s End V . Then, just like that inA O
3.1, both A and L are injectively mapped into E and, identifying them
with their images in E, we see that A and L are centralizers of each other
Ãin E. Moreover, the L#G-module structure of V is a unitary algebra
Ã Ã Ã<homomorphism j : L#G “ E, and j just coincides with the injectionL
Ã ÃŽwhich sends L into E. For x g G, let x be a lifting of x in L#G in GÃ
Ã. Ž . Ž .precisely, see 2.7 , then j x stabilizes by conjugation in E L in E,Ã
hence stabilizes A in E as A is the centralizer of L in E; and if x s 1,
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then x g L*, hence x centralizes A. Therefore we have a group homomor-Ã Ã
Ã Ž . Ž .phism from G s GrL* to N A rC A ; the latter one is a subgroup ofE* E*
the automorphism group of A. Now the following conclusion is clear.
G Ž .3.2.2. A is a G-algebra, and A s End V ; more precisely, G acts onÃL#G
A in the following way:
y1 y1x Ã Ãa ¤ s j x ( a(j x ¤ for all a g A and ¤ g V .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã Ã
It is a routine, though it is not a short routine, to check the following
assertion.
3.3. LEMMA. Let A be a G-algebra satisfying the condition 3.1.1 and L,
ÃL#G, and V be constructed as in 3.1. If the G-algebra A9 is constructed by the
Ãabo¤e 3.2.2 from the L#G-module V, then A9 ( A as G-algebras.
ÃCon¤ersely, let L, L#G, and V be as in 3.2.1 and A be the G-algebra as in
X Ã3.2.2. If L9, L#G, and V 9 are constructed by 3.1 from the G-algebra A and
X Ã Ãthe A-module V, then L9 ( L and L#G ( L#G, and with this isomorphism,
V 9 ( V.
Return to the construction 3.1.
Ã3.4. LEMMA. Let A be a G-algebra satisfying 3.1.1 and V be the L#G-
module constructed in 3.1.5. Then for any subgroup H of G the following hold:
3.4.1. A is projecti¤e relati¤e to H if and only if V is projecti¤e relati¤e
to H;
3.4.2. A is free relati¤e to H if and only if V is free relati¤e to H.
Proof. First we prove 3.4.2. Assume V is free relative to H. By Lemma
Ã2.9, there is an L#H-submodule V of V such that we have an L-module0
Ž .decomposition V s [ xV ; let f g A s End V be the projectionÃx g G r H 0 L
from V to V determined by this decomposition; then it is easy to check0
that f x
y1
is the projection from V to the direct summand xV , henceÃ 0
 xy1 < 4f x g GrH is a complete orthogonal set of idempotents in A; in
other words, the G-algebra A is free relative to H.
Conversely, assume A is free relative to H. That is, there is an
H  xy1 < 4idempotent f g A such that f x g GrH is a complete orthogonal
Ž .set of idempotents in A. Since A s End V , the sum V sL
[ f xy1 V is an L-module direct decomposition; further, it is clearx g G r H
xy1 Ã HŽ .that f V s x ? fV and fV is an L#H-submodule of V since f g A .Ã
Thus, by Lemma 2.9 again, V is free relative to H.
Now we turn to prove 3.4.1. From the relative projectivity of A we have
G H ÃŽ .1 s Tr a for an a g A . For an L#G-surjection r : W “ V, if l:A H
Ã G ÃŽ .V “ W is an L#H-lifting for r, then j s Tr la is an L#G-lifting forH
r. These are as the same as for the usual group algebras.
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Conversely, applying the relative projectivity of V, we see that V is an
Ã G Ä GŽ . Ž Ž ..L#G-direct summand of Ind V . Let A s End Ind V . By RemarkH L H
Ä3.2, A is a G-algebra and, by 3.4.2, it is free relative to H. In particular,
ÄG ÄG G ÃŽ .A s A . On the other hand, let V “ Ind V be an L#G-split injection,H H
Ä ÄG ÄGwith it we can get a G-algebra embedding A “ A. Then from A s AH
and this G-algebra embedding we can reach the desired conclusion AG s
AG .H
As an application, we show a G-algebra version of the stable Clifford's
theory.
3.5. PROPOSITION. Let H be a normal subgroup of G and A be a
GŽ . HG-algebra with an orthogonal decomposition 1 s Tr f , where f g A isA H
xy1 Ž .Han idempotent. If f for any x g G is conjugate to f by A* , then there is$ $
H o G oŽ . Ž . Ž .a twisted group algebra fA f # GrH ( A , where GrH denotes the
opposite group.
HProof. Consider the G-algebra A where G s GrH. By the hypothe-
H H H xy1sis we have an A -module decomposition A s [ A f whichx g G
Ž H . Ž H .oHsatisfies the condition 3.1.1. In addition, End A f s fA f . ThusA
H o HÃŽ .by 3.1 we get the twisted group algebra fA f #G, and A f is a module
H o ÃŽ .over fA f #G, which has the following decomposition:
y1H x H H G HA f s f A f s x ? fA f s Ind fA f .Ž .Ã[ [ 1
xgG xgG
H o HÃŽ .That is, as an fA f #G-module, A f is isomorphic to the regular
H o ÃŽ .fA f #G-module. So
o o
GG H H H o HÃ Ã
H oA s A ( End A f ( fA f #G ( fA f # G .Ž . ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /Ž f A f .#G
3.6. Let A be a G-algebra and H be a pointed group on A. Recallb
Ž . Hthat A H denotes the simple factor of A associated with b ; i.e., theb
H H Ž H . Ž .natural composition map A “ A rJ A “ A H sends b to a non-b
Ž . Ž . Ž .zero set. It is clear that A H is an N H -algebra where N H sb G b G b
Ž . Ž . Ž .N H rH, hence it is a simple N H -algebra; in particular, A H hasG b G b b
Ž . Ž .a unique simple module V H , which is also a projective A H -module;b b
i.e., the condition 3.1.1 is satisfied. Thus the construction 3.1 can be
Ž .applied to determine a division algebra D H and a twisted group algebrabÃ ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .D H #N H , and V H becomes a D H #N H -module.b G b b b G b
Ž . Ž .3.6.1. DEFINITION. The above N H -algebra A H is called theG b b ÃŽ . Ž .multiplicity algebra of the pointed group H on A, the D H #N H -b b G b
Ž .module V H is called the multiplicity module of the pointed group Hb b
on A.
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Note that, if the ground-field k is algebraically closed, these notations
w xare the same as the usual ones, e.g., described carefully in 12, Sect. 19 ;
Ã Ž .but only the k*-groups are involved and k#N H are indeed the usualG b
twisted group algebras; in particular, they are just the usual group algebras
< <if G : H is p-primary.
Returning to our general case, from 3.1.5 we have the following formula
at once:
Ž .N HG bA H s End V H . 3.6.2Ž .ÃŽ . Ž .Ž .b DŽH .# N ŽH . bb G b
Now we come to the main result of this section.
3.7. PROPOSITION. Let A be a G-algebra and H be a normal subgroup
of G.
3.7.1. A is a G-algebra projecti¤e relati¤e to H if and only if the
ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .multiplicity module V H is a projecti¤e D H #N H -module for anyb b G b
pointed group H on A.b
3.7.2. A is a G-algebra free relati¤e to H if and only if the multiplicity
ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .module V H is a free D H #N H -module for any pointed group Hb b G b b
on A.
Proof. We make several reductions, and then prove the two assertions.
First, since H is normal in G, AH is a GrH-algebra which is in fact the
real object of the proposition. So in the following we can assume H s 1;
then pointed groups H are just pointed groups 1 .b b
Ž . Ž .Second, if the results hold for ArJ A where J A denotes the radical,
then it is easy to see, by Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6, they also hold for A. So in
the following we can assume that A is a semisimple G-algebra; in this
case, A is a direct product of simple algebras and every simple factor
corresponds to exactly one pointed group 1 on A; that is,b
A s A 1 with 1 running over the pointed groups on A.Ž .Ł b b
1b
Then it is clear that the G-action on A permutes the simple factors.
Third, for every G-orbit V of the simple factors we collect the members
in V to get a G-stable factor A of A then A s Ł A is a directV V V
product of the G-algebras A . Obviously, the proposition holds for A ifV
and only if it holds for every A . So in the following we can assume that GV
permutes the simple factors of A transitively.
Ž . Ž .Pick up a simple factor A 1 , the stabilizer of A 1 in G is justb b
Ž . Ž .N 1 ; and the cosets GrN 1 correspond bijectively onto the simpleG b G b
Ž . Ž .factors of A. For brevity, denote N s N 1 and S s A 1 . Then it isG b b
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easy to check that
A s S xy1 algebra direct product , 3.7.3Ž . Ž .Ł
xgGrN
and the trace map induces a unitary algebra isomorphism as:
(G N GTr : S “ A . 3.7.4Ž .N
Further, since for any simple factor S x
y1
of A it is easy to check that
GŽ xy1 . GŽ . GŽ . GŽ .Tr S s Tr S , we have Tr A s Tr S . In other words, the re-1 1 1 1
Ž .striction map of 3.7.4 gives an isomorphism
(G N G
N<Tr : S “ A . 3.7.5Ž .SN 1 11
Ž . Ž . Ž .Now the assertion 3.7.1 follows from 3.7.4 , 3.7.5 , and 3.4.1 at once.
Ž .For 3.7.2, first assume S is an N-algebra free relative to 1 cf. 3.4.2 ; i.e.,
NŽ .we have an orthogonal decomposition 1 s Tr f for an idempotentS 1
Ž . GŽ .f g S. Then by the unitary isomorphism 3.7.4 , we get 1 s Tr 1 sA N S
GŽ NŽ .. GŽ .Tr Tr f s Tr f , which is also an orthogonal decomposition ofN 1 1
Ž .idempotents by the direct product 3.7.3 . That is, A is free relative to 1.
GŽ .Conversely, assume 1 s Tr f with an idempotent f g A is an or-A 1
thogonal decomposition of idempotents. Let R be a set of representatives
for GrN. Then
1 s 1 ? f xy1 s 1 ? f xy1 s 1 ? f t yy1Ý Ý Ý ÝS S S S
xgG xgG ygN tgR
yy1
ts 1 ? f .Ý Ý Sž /
ygN tgR
 xy1 < 4Since f x g G is an orthogonal set of idempotents and 1 is a centralS
idempotent of A, we see that the idempotent
e s 1 ? f tÝ S
tgR
belongs to S; and, for the same reason, given any two y / y g N we1 2
have
y1 < y1 <ty t g R l ty t g R s B. 4  41 2
 yy1 < 4Hence e y g N is an orthogonal set of idempotents on S and 1 sS
yy1 NŽ .Ý e s Tr e . That is, S is an N-algebra free relative to 1.y g N 1
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3.8. LEMMA. Let A be a simple G-algebra and V be the unique simple
A-module; let i g AG be an idempotent and A9 s iAi which is a simple
ÃG-algebra again, and V 9 be the unique A9-module. Let D, D#G, and V be
X Ãconstructed from A and V by 3.1; and D9, D#G, and V 9 be constructed from
(
A9 and V 9 by 3.1. Then there are an isomorphism D “ D9 and a compatible
( XÃ Ã Ãisomorphism D#G “ D#G and a corresponding D#G-module surjecti¤e
homomorphism V “ V 9 which is split.
Proof. Let j be a primitive idempotent of A such that ij s j s ji; then,
since j g A9 is still primitive, we can assume that V s Aj and V 9 s AX j s
Ž .iAj. Let E s End V , then A and D are unitary subalgebras of E andO
are centralizers each other in E. Note that, by construction of 3.1, we have
3.8.1. Any a g A as an element of E is just the left multiplication by a
Ž .oon Aj; and, with D ( jAj , any d g jAj as an element of E is just the right
multiplication by d on Aj,
Ž .owhere jAj denotes the opposite algebra of jAj. Since V 9 s iAj, E9 s
Ž .End V 9 is an embedded subalgebra of E; i.e., E9 s iEi; and by 3.8.1, A9,O
as a subalgebra of E9, is also an embedded subalgebra of A ; E. In
Ž .o Ž .o Ž .o Žparticular, D9 ( jA9 j s jiAij s jAj ( D note that this isomor-
.phism is not enough for the requirements of the lemma . Additionally, as
the same as 3.8.1, we have
3.8.2. Any a9 g A9 as an element of E9 is just the left multiplication by
Ž .oa9 on iAj; and, with D9 ( jAj , any d9 g jAj as an element of E9 is just the
right multiplication by d9 on iAj.
Noting that i g A : E and d g D : E commute each other, we get an
algebra homomorphism:
d : D “ D9, d ‹ di;
and from 3.8.1 and 3.8.2 it is easy to check the following diagram is
commutative:





ÃŽ .Thus d is an isomorphism. Recall from 3.1.3 that V becomes a D#G-
module through the following commutative diagram
N AŽ .E*6 6 6 6
1 D* N A 1Ž .E9 D*
Ã jj
6 6
6 6 6 6Ã1 D* G G 1
and the algebra homomorphism determined by the group homomorphism
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .j is also denoted by j : D#G “ E; see 3.1.4 ; and j D#G s D ? j G .
G Ã ÃŽ .Since i g A hence i commutes with the elements in both D and j G ,
multiplying by i, from the above commutative diagram we get the following
commutative one
6 6 6 6Ž . Ž .1 D9* N A9 N A9 rD* 1ŽE9.* ŽE9.*
Ã j 9j 9
6 6
6 6 6 6Ã1 D9* G G 1
dN (D*
6
6 6 6 6Ã1 D* G G 1
where the first two rows are just the commutative diagram which deter-
X Ã Ž .mines the twisted group algebra D#G, cf. 3.1.3 . Thus we reach the
following isomorphism which is compatible with the isomorphism d : D “
D9:
( XÃ Ã Ãd : D#G “ D#G, dx ‹ d d x .Ž .Ã Ã
Ã Ã Ã X ÃNote that, for the algebra homomorphism j : D#G “ E and j 9: D#G “
E9 we have
Ã X Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãj 9 D#G s D9 ? j 9 G s iDi ? ij G i s ij D#G i;Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
from which one can deduce that the following two k-homomorphisms r
Ãand i are both D#G-homomorphisms. The left multiplication by i gives a
surjective k-homomorphism:
r : Aj s V “ V 9 s iAj, aj ‹ iaj;
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and the inclusion map i: iAj s V 9 “ V s Aj is of course injective; and
Ãri s id . Therefore r is a split D#G-homomorphism.V 9
4. POINTED GROUPS AND TWISTED
GROUP ALGEBRAS
In this section we give the proofs of the results 1.5]1.9 stated in the
Introduction. We begin with necessary preparations.
4.1. LEMMA. Let A be a G-algebra and G be a pointed group on A; leta
A s iAi for i g a ; let H be a subgroup of G. For all pointed groupsa
 < 4H ; G , set b9 s b l A s j j g b and ij s j s ji .b a a
4.1.1. H are just the all pointed groups of H on A .b9 a
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4.1.2. N H s N H , and A H is embedded into A H asG b 9 G b a b 9 b
Ž .N H -algebras.G b
Ž . Ž .4.1.3. there are an isomorphism D H ( D H , and a compatibleb9 b
Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .isomorphism D H #N H ( D H #N H , and ¤ia this isomor-b9 G b 9 b G b ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .phism, V H is a direct summand of V H as D H #N H -modules.b9 b b G b
Ž . G Ž G. Ž G.4.1.4. D G is anti-isomorphic to A rJ A , where J A denotesa a a a
the radical.
Proof. For any pointed group H on A it is clear that H ; G if andb b a
Ž .only if b9 s b l A / B. Thus 4.1.1 is obviously true. Hence N H sa G b 9
Ž .N H .G b
Ž H . Ž H .For the radicals we have J iA i s iJ A i; so the composition
Ž . H H H Ž H .N H -algebra homomorphism A “ A “ A rJ A induces anG a
Ž .N H -algebra embeddingG
AHrJ AH “ AHrJ AH ;Ž .Ž .a a
so all of 4.1.2 are proved. Consequently, 4.1.3 follows from Lemma 3.8.
Ž . Ž .For 4.1.4, taking H s G in 4.1.3, we get D G ( D G , whereb a a a 9
 4 G Ga 9 s i : A s iA i. Hence the conclusion follows from the Definitiona
3.6.1.
4.2. LEMMA. Notations as in 4.1 abo¤e and further assume that H is
normal in G and G is projecti¤e relati¤e to H.a
G Ž H Ž H ..G4.2.1. The natural map A “ A rJ A is surjecti¤e, hencea a a
H H GŽ Ž ..A rJ A has a unique idempotent i s 1 .a a Aa
4.2.2. G permutes all the pointed groups H ; G transiti¤ely.b a
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4.2.3. Gi¤en H ; G , the following trace map is an algebra isomor-b a
Ž .phism where b9 s b l A as in 4.1 :a
GŽ .N HG bG H HTr : A H “ A rJ A .Ž . Ž .Ž .H a b 9 a a
Proof. By the assumption, A is projective relative to H, see Lemmaa
Ž .G G H2.2; hence A s A . Applying Lemma 2.6 to the GrH-algebra A , wea H a a
get the first conclusion of 4.2.1; the second conclusion of 4.2.1 is clear
since AG is local and has the unique idempotent i s 1 .a Aa
For 4.2.2, it is clear that
AHrJ AH s A H ,Ž .Ž . Ła a a b 9
H ;Gb a
where H runs over H ; G and b9 s b l A as in 4.1. It is clear that Gb b a a
permutes the simple factors, corresponding to the G-permutation on the
set of all H ; G . Suppose 4.2.2 is false, then there is more than oneb a
G-orbit of the simple factors. Every such G-orbit forms a G-subalgebra;
H Ž H .hence A rJ A is a direct product of more than one G-algebra; conse-a a
Ž H Ž H ..Gquently, A rJ A has more than one idempotent; this contradicts toa a
4.2.1. So 4.2.2 is proved.
Ž .At last, 4.2.3 follows from 4.2.2 clearly, just as the argument for 3.7.4 .
4.3. COROLLARY. Notations as in 4.2. Then G is projecti¤e relati¤e to aa
pointed group H on A if and only if H ; G .b b a
Proof. Assume H ; G . Since a ; AG , by Lemma 2.2 we have ab a H
pointed group H ; G such that G is projective relative to H . On theb a a b0 0
other hand, by 4.2.2, H is G-conjugate to H . So G is also projectiveb b a0
relative to H .b
For the necessity, since only the G-algebra AH is considered, in order to
GŽ .shorten the symbols we assume H s 1. Let i g a and i g Tr Ab A for1
a pointed group 1 , our aim is to show that 1 ; G , or equivalently, tob b a
Ž .show that iA 1 i / 0; see the sketch before Lemma 2.2. But i gb
GŽ . GŽ .Tr Ab A implies that i g Tr iAb Ai since i is an idempotent and1 1
GŽ . Ž .centralized by G. Mapping it to A s ArJ A , we get that i g Tr iAb Ai .1
Ž . Ž . Ž .However, by definition of A 1 , we have Ab As A 1 ; thus iA 1 i / 0.b b b
wWe remark that the above results 4.2.2 and 4.3 are related to 3, 4.1 and
x w x4.2 ; in fact 3 worked in a more general case where the case that H is
normal in G is included, though under the hypothesis that k is alge-
braically closed.
4.4. COROLLARY. Notations as in 4.2 abo¤e. Let H ; G and b9 s bb a
l A as in 4.1.a
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Ž .4.4.1. On the G-algebra A the multiplicity module V H is an inde-a b 9
ÃŽ . Ž .composable projecti¤e D H #N H -module.b G b
Ž .4.4.2. The di¤ision algebra D G is anti-isomorphic to the head of thea
Ž Ž ..endomorphism algebra End V H .ÃDŽH .# N ŽH . b 9b G b
Proof. Consider the isomorphism 4.2.3 for the H ; G of this state-b a
Ž H Ž H ..Gment. Since A rJ A is local by 4.2.1, so is the algebraa a
Ž .N HG bA H s End V H , 4.4.3Ž .ÃŽ . Ž .Ž .a b 9 DŽH .# N ŽH . b 9b G b
Ž . Ž .where the equality follows from 3.1.5 or 3.6.2 . Thus V H on A is anb9 aÃŽ . Ž .indecomposable D H #N H -module since its endomorphism algebrab G b
is local; and it is projective by Proposition 3.7 since A is projectivea
relative to H.
Ž . Ž .For the statement 4.4.2, note that, by 4.1.3, we have D G ( D G ;a a 9
Ž . Gfurther, by 4.1.4, D G is anti-isomorphic to the head of A ; but, bya 9 a
G Ž H Ž H ..G4.2.1, A is mapped onto A rJ A . Therefore, the second assertiona a a
Ž .is derived from the isomorphism 4.2.3 and the equality 4.4.3 .
4.5. LEMMA. Let A be a G-algebra and H be a subgroup of G; let i g AG
GŽ . Hbe an idempotent. Assume that i s Tr j for j g A is an orthogonalH
decomposition of idempotents.
K Ž . K4.5.1. For any H F K F G, Tr j is an idempotent on A ; and it isH
primiti¤e on AK only if j is primiti¤e on AH.
G GŽ . GŽ .4.5.2. Assume that i is primiti¤e on A and i s Tr j s Tr j9H H
both are orthogonal decompositions of idempotents for j g b and j9 g g
where H and H are pointed groups on A. If H and H are conjugate by G,b g b g
Ž .G Ž . a yy1then there are an a g A* and y g N H such that j s j9.G
Proof. The statement 4.5.1 is clearly true. For 4.5.2, we have y g G
Ž . yy1 yy1 Ž . yy1such that H s H . That is, H s H, i.e., y g N H ; and b s g ,b g G
i.e., j y
y1 g g . Thus both j yy1 , j9 g g . By definition, g is a conjugacy class
H Ž .Hof primitive idempotents of A ; so, there is a b g A* such that
bj y
y1
by1 s j9. On the other hand, we have:
TrG j y
y1 s TrG Tr NGŽH . j yy1 s TrG Tr NGŽH . j s TrG j ;Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H N ŽH . H N ŽH . H HG G
w xthus 4.5.2 follows from the following fact which appears in 9 .
GŽ . GŽ . H4.5.3. Let i s Tr j s Tr j9 with idempotents j, j9 g A be twoH H
Ž .H y1orthogonal decompositions. If there is b g A* such that bjb s j9, then
Ž .G y1there is an a g A* such that aja s j9.
GŽ . GŽ y1 .To see it, we set u s Tr bj and ¤ s Tr jb ; then both u, ¤ g iAi,H H
and a direct calculation shows that u¤ s i, hence ¤u s i because iAi is a
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Ž . Ž .unitary O-algebra of finite O-rank. Let a s 1 y i q u and c s 1 y i q
¤ , noting that 1 y i annihilates both u and ¤ , we can check that ac s 1
and ca s 1 and ajc s j9.
4.6. A Proof of Proposition 1.5. Assume that G is free relative to H.a
Let i g a . Then A s iAi is free relative to H, see Lemma 2.2. For anya
pointed group H ; G , setting b9 s b l A as in 4.1, by Proposition 3.7b a a ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .and cf. 4.2.3 we have that V H on A is a free D H #N H -mod-b9 a b G b
Ž .ule; however, V H is indecomposable by Corollary 4.4.1; in other words,b9ÃŽ . Ž .D H #N H has an indecomposable free module, hence it must be ab G b
local algebra.
ÃŽ . Ž .Conversely, assume D H #N H is a local algebra for a pointedb G b
group H ; G . Let A s iAi for i g a and b9 s b l A be the same asb a a a
Ž .above. By Proposition 3.7 and cf. Lemma 4.2, V H is a projectiveb9
ÃŽ . Ž .D H #N H -module because A is projective relative to H. However,b G b a
Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .D H #N H is local, this forces that V H is a free D H #N H -b G b b 9 b G b
module. So A is free relative to H by Proposition 3.7; this also impliesa
that G is free relative to H, cf. Lemma 2.2.a
The conclusion 1.5.1 follows from 4.2.2 and 4.5.2 directly.
At last we prove 1.5.2. By the assumption, there is an H ; G andg a
GŽ .j9 g g such that i s Tr j9 g a is an orthogonal decomposition. FromH
Ž . yy14.2.2 we have y g G such that H s H . Thus, cf. 4.5.3 above, there isg b
Ž .G a yy1an a g A* such that j s j9. Then
a ay1 y1G G a y G y Gi s Tr j9 s Tr j s Tr j s Tr j .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .ž /H H H H
Therefore 1.5.2 is derived.
4.7. A Proof of Lemma 1.6. Assume G is projective relative to H . Bya b
Lemma 2.2, a : AG . Let H s H F H F ??? F H s G be a subnormalH 0 1 n
series of subgroups. If n s 1; i.e., H is normal in G, then 4.3 shows that
H ; G , as required. Now assume n ) 1. Write i g a as an orthogonalb a
sum of primitive idempotents on AH ny 1 : i s i q i q ??? , and assume1 2
Ž . GŽ H H .i g a for a pointed group H . Since i g Tr A b A , by Mackey1 1 ny1 a H1
decomposition and the normality of H in G, we haveny1
i g Tr H ny 1 AH xb xAH x .Ž .xÝ H
xgGrH
Noting that i s ii g AH ny 1 and the right-hand side of the above is an1 1
ideal of AH ny 1, we see that i belongs to this ideal. By Rosenberg's lemma,1
w xe.g., see 12, 4.9 , there is an x such that
i g Tr H ny 1 AH xb xAH x hence i xy1 g Tr H ny 1 AHb AH .Ž .Ž .x1 1 HH
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Ž . xy1 Ž .Setting b s a , we have H projective relative to H , andny1 1 ny1 b bny 1
Ž . ŽŽ . . x Ž .H ; G since H s H ; G ; hence G is projec-ny1 b a ny1 b ny1 a a any 1 ny1 1
Ž .tive relative to H by Corollary 4.3. Then by induction the desiredny1 b ny 1
subnormal projective series of pointed groups exists.
The converse part is clearly true.
4.8. COROLLARY. Let G and H be pointed groups on a G-algebra A,a b
and assume that H is subnormal in G of p-primary index. If G is projecti¤ea
< < < Ž . <relati¤e to H , then D G : k D H : k .Ž .b a b ss
Proof. If H is normal in G, then, applying the notation in Corollary
ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .4.4.1, V H is the unique indecomposable projective D H #N H -b9 b G b
module, see Lemma 2.11; and the conclusion follows from Corollary 4.4.2
and Lemma 2.11. In general case, from Lemma 1.6 proved just now, we
have a subnormal projective series of pointed groups from H to G , thusb a
the result is obtained by induction on the length of the subnormal
projective series.
4.9. A Proof of Theorem 1.7. We prove the equivalences of the three
statements by induction on the length n of the subnormal projective series
of pointed groups. Note that the case of n s 1 is just Proposition 1.5; thus
we assume n ) 1.
GŽ .1.7.1 « 1.7.2. Let i g a and j g b such that i s Tr j is an orthogo-H
nal decomposition of idempotents. From Lemma 4.5.1 we see that i9 s
H ny 1Ž . H ny 1 Ž G Ž .Tr j is a primitive idempotent on A since i s Tr i9 isH H ny 1G. Ž .primitive on A ; hence we have a pointed group H on A suchny1 b ny 1
Ž .that i9 g b ; consequently, H ; H ; G and both G tony1 b ny1 b a any 1
Ž . Ž .H and H to H are relative free. Then, by induction,ny1 b ny1 b bny 1 ny1
1.7.2 is proven.
1.7.2 « 1.7.3. Trivial.
1.7.3 « 1.7.1. By induction, for i g a there is an h g b such thatny1
G Ž .i s Tr h is an orthogonal decomposition of idempotents, and forH ny 1 H ny 1Ž .h g b there is a j g b such that h s Tr j is an orthogonalny1 H
GŽ .decomposition of idempotents; thus i s Tr j is an orthogonal decompo-H
sition of idempotents.
The ``conjugation'' part follows from 4.5.3 directly.
4.10. A Proof of Corollary 1.8. This is clear by Lemma 2.3.1 and 4.5.2.
4.11. A Proof of Corollary 1.9. The 1.9.1 follows from Corollary 4.8
straightforwardly.
For 1.9.2, by Lemma 2.2, G is projective relative to a pointed groupa
H ; so by Lemma 1.6 there is a subnormal projective series H sb b
Ž . Ž . Ž .H ; H ; ??? ; H s G ; and it follows from 1.9.1 that p ƒ0 b 1 b n b a0 1 n Ã< ŽŽ . . < ŽŽ . . ŽŽ . .D H : k for every t. Hence D H #N H is a local algebrat b s t b H t bt t tq1 t
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for every t, see Lemma 2.11. Therefore, by Theorem 1.7, G is free relativea
to H .b
We prove 1.9.3. First we prove the characterization of maximal G-stable
orthogonal sets of idempotents on A.
Let I be any G-stable orthogonal set of idempotents on A. Any proper
refinement of I is a composition of the following two kinds of proper
refinements.
a. A G-orbit of I is properly refined into a G-orbit, so the G-orbit is
lengthened. In this case, a member i of the orbit is refined in an
CGŽ i.Ž . CGŽ i.orthogonal sum i s Tr j , i.e., i g A for a proper subgroup R ofR R
Ž . CGŽ i. Ž .C i . Conversely, if i g A for a proper subgroup R of C i , sinceG R G
condition 1.9.1 holds for R, by 1.9.2, i really has a such proper refinement
Ž Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..note that there is a pointed group C i such that i g d hence C iG d G d
.is projective relative to R .
b. The number of G-orbits of I is increased, or equivalently,
ŽŽ .G.irk OI is increased. In fact, there are two subcases: either I is not
CGŽ i. Ž .complete, or a member i of I is not primitive on A cf. 4.5.1 ; but the
further analysis is not necessary for our proof.
From the above observations, it is clear that I is maximal if and only if
ŽŽ .G. Ž G. CGŽ i.irk OI s irk A and every i g I satisfies i f A for any properR
Ž .subgroup R of C i .G
Now we prove the conjugation part of 1.9.3. Let I and I9 be two
ŽŽ .G. Ž G.maximal G-stable sets as in 1.9.3. Then irk OI9 s irk A s
ŽŽ .G.irk OI ; i.e., the number of the G-orbits of I equals the number of the
G-orbits of I9, say, the number is r. Let I s Dr I be the decompositionts1 t
of G-orbits and let e s Ý i ; and let I9 s Dr I X and eX s Ý X X iXt i g I t ts1 t t i g I tt t t t
 4  X X 4similarly for I9. Then both e , . . . , e and e , . . . , e are maximal orthog-1 r 1 r
G Ž .Gonal sets of idempotents on A , so that there is an u g A* such that,
reindexing the subscripts if necessary, we have eu
y1 s eX for t s 1, . . . , r ;t t
cf. Lemma 2.4. Considering the algebra eX AeX , its identity element has twot t
decompositions:
eX s iX s iuy1 .Ý Ýt t t
X Xi gI i gIt t t t
Ž X .Since both I and I9 have the property in 1.9.3, all the subgroups C iG t
Ž uy1 . X Gand C i are defect groups of the primitive idempotent e on A , seeG t t
Lemma 2.3.1; thus all these subgroups are conjugate by G. Noting that
both I X and I u
y1
are G-transitive sets, we can pick iX g I X and iuy1 g I uy1t t t t t t
Ž X . Ž uy1 .such that C i s C i . Then from Corollary 1.8 we have an invert-G t G t
Ž X X .G ŽŽ .uy1 .bty1 X X Xible b g e Ae such that I s I in e Ae . Let a s b u andt t t t t t t t t
a s a q ??? qa , noting that 1 s eX q ??? qeX is an orthogonal decompo-1 r 1 r
Ž .G ay1sition of idempotents, we get that a g A* and I s I9.
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